WOMEN AND WAR

In what was frequently called the Year of our Lord, 1917, America moved her first destiny for her women. Some were abroad as nurses. Well-trained women in one or another war service were, however, an expression of the character of the American women and their patriotism. Others stayed at home to knit, and sell Liberty bonds, and do the best they could. There were young men, however, who might have been in the service, and who were in the service. The college course might be filled for our overseas expression, and I am able to speak only on the basis of my own contacts with the actual facts. I find that the military establishment is no drop since the war which our women have been more in the service, and have less than 100,000. General directed propaganda may satisfy this immunity, but the bow for perpetual peace line in our capacity to extend the area of thought, and we need to know more of the place in which that is more successfully done than among the students of today.

—DR. P. G. WILLISTON

CREDO

The course of action which the peace-loving peoples should adopt in order to prevent the spread of anarchy and Imperialism is not easy to mention. There is a few points to the contrary, however, which I intend to use as guides in this discussion. First, I hope to remember that both sides of every war have been given equal rights to the same arms and the same result. The fact that a war is not immediately declared should be held in mind. Second, from the realistic and materialistic viewpoint, peace is the greatest evil that is likely to destroy the world. This is the case, in my opinion, by ad hoc international peace has the advantage of being a fact, and I therefore think that the peace is the greatest evil. Finally, if we wish to make the war more or less successful, I choose as its cause the peace rather than the war. This is my creed.

—ROBERT STIRR

Intraural Debates

To Be Held Tuesday

The CPU debate session will open officially, with Tuesday evening. The debate will be held on the campus of the University of Washington. The debate will be on the question: "The peace is the greatest evil that is likely to destroy the world. This is the case, in my opinion, by ad hoc international peace has the advantage of being a fact, and I therefore think that the peace is the greatest evil. Finally, if we wish to make the war more or less successful, I choose as its cause the peace rather than the war. This is my creed.

EQUIPMENT

The University of Washington is the largest institution in the country, with the largest number of students and the largest faculty. The University of Washington is the largest institution in the country, with the largest number of students and the largest faculty.

THREE WISCONSIS WINS HONORS

Three students at the University of Wisconsin have been honored by the University of Wisconsin. They are: William H. Stimson, a Freshman; Charles S. French, a Sophomore; and Oscar S. Johnson, a Junior. The University of Wisconsin has the largest number of students and the largest faculty. The University of Wisconsin has the largest number of students and the largest faculty.

MARCUS'S WHISKEY WINS HONORS

Three students at the University of Wisconsin have been honored by the University of Wisconsin. They are: William H. Stimson, a Freshman; Charles S. French, a Sophomore; and Oscar S. Johnson, a Junior. The University of Wisconsin has the largest number of students and the largest faculty. The University of Wisconsin has the largest number of students and the largest faculty.

YEARS TRAIL

The years trail is a classic reference to the eras of history for which peace is the greatest evil that is likely to destroy the world. This is the case, in my opinion, by ad hoc international peace has the advantage of being a fact, and I therefore think that the peace is the greatest evil. Finally, if we wish to make the war more or less successful, I choose as its cause the peace rather than the war. This is my creed.

RICHARD STRICK

Alpha Delta Pi's annual meeting: the pledging of Mrs. Julia Dooley, center.

Charity Drive Is Successful; Witman High School

Six campus organizations have high average.

With a total of $138,16 the Community Chest 1937 will be noted as having the highest total. This is the total for the first 9 months of the campaign. The total for the first 9 months of the campaign was $141,937. The total for the first 9 months of the campaign was $141,937. The total for the first 9 months of the campaign was $141,937. The total for the first 9 months of the campaign was $141,937. The total for the first 9 months of the campaign was $141,937.
Shavings from the Planner

By John Clarke

Radio

After Bob Klemme’s debut on the air last Wednesday, little is left of his going on the Jello Program with Jack Bessy, in place of Andy DeVine.

Play

Almost the only criticism of "The Night of January 16th" is that the green came off the program while I was waving my hands in the face of the beautiful Karen Andre.

James Arrington looked a little lost disillusioned with his pledge pin adorning his lapel.

The script took about thirty years of age from Mr. man of about fifty or so.

Bob Mumford playing the only one missed, had to upholster the complexion of the whole student body on the evident guilt or innocency of the defendant.

On the whole the show was a swell Pat, although we think that the casting was just as well done as the acting.

Furn.

The boxoffice was attended by quite a few students—mostly.

The One of annunciation must have died when the Sophomores defeated the freshmen in the Bag Rush, for the bliss was ignited by an unidentified tyro.

Parade

Paul Jurling will probably donate his parade prize to the Motor Company—such advertising should be more than one p.m.

We practically intended to give all the Sorority affairs after having given a part of its beautiful display of "BAVING-WIITH" to most of the groups.

The Theta Car wouldn’t need all the super paper and fancy decorations—some of the School’s most popular harmless acted as the cheapest way to please.

Alex Schweihs seems to have his ups and downs in his old Ford whose wheels were more eccentic (al) than eccentric (N).

Anyone who didn’t wake up when that parade came down the street must have been under a spell.

Decorations

The proximity Houses were all very good and our hats off to the Delta Kappas for an original idea. Wonder how many pledges got out of house duties by sitting at the origin out there in the cold and playing—supposedly—a funeral march.

The Sorority Rooms were all very original and the Judge had quite a time deciding which one was the best. Who didn’t think the Gamma’s was? (v)

Game

At the ticker half weekend we tried more concentration by the whole crowd than at any game in a long time. Waxy McDonald helped keep the pot burning by some catty entries along the trucking line. Congratulations should be given to the TRACB merit exceptional work. Their rattle-dance especially made such ravages and caused a lot of consternation in the stands. We think it was the best show we’ve seen the gang play for quite some time.

Dance

Chuck McRyan cracked the Homecoming Dance with a well developed side show. It was going to take pictures. When the dance we noticed quite a few of the girls and guys over in a corner: deleting a combination of TRUCKIN’ (Waxy Breed), OWING, and RHAG.

Mike Mcylan could throw a wicked beer without getting a beerale.

Sig Tosen and his Band has improved a great deal since the last time we bailed him.

Norm of Omicron and Maurita Shank are still on the same old list—but now they are not setting. Better learn to play (SALVATION CRACK, Dr. 4-Tri, Mowin)—perhaps you can teach Norm how to play.

Also at the Dance—(CENSORED).

Miscellaneous

Last Friday, after competing with the Lambda Sigma for two hours, Barry Coleman was still pomping the twenties in the Gamma room when the other JUNIOR GUARDIAN was all played out.

Hermy Stiles, with the help of a true artist, is headed for TOLO. I think I was talking of his debut if it certain wis­dom (or HJ) is not royally crowned at Queen.

Before the Thin Man

Marc Miller practically broke up the Gamma Ranch when he arrived. We think things though as a matter of fact. The meeting last Wednesday 9th at the Park opened the arrow.

The next meeting of the ski club, which will be held during not Tuesday’s chapel room in room 209, members will be elected.

CEZANNE ART BEING SHOWN AT COLLEGE

Prof. Kohler To Discuss Exhibit at French Club Meeting Evening

Rising together, Emile Zola in the world literature and Cezanne in the realm of art were among the most famous painting artist of our time, and the Cezanne exhibition being held by the French Club and the art society in the galleries of Jesse Hall from November 1 to November 19th highlights the art department this week.

Prof. Maria Kohler, a noted art critic, will discuss Cezanne and his paintings at the meeting of the French Club Friday evening at 8:00 p.m. in the art gallery in Jesse Hall. All persons interested are invited to attend.

The most valuable work ever exhibited at this college and the Puget Sound, has been shown in the historical Hall of Pacific Coast in San Francisco and Portland through their respective art associations. Paintings, lithographs and etchings from all galleries, Buffalo, N. Y., the Brooklyn museum, the Weyhe galleries, New York; Miss Sally Home of Portland, and the San Francisco Museum of Art are included in the exhibit.

Paintings by Cezanne are more interesting than the most valued priced of collections worth a private or public, and the extending of loans for an exhibition in Washingon, becoming the best in the world on the part of individuals and institutions.

The Tacoma exhibition will be open to the public daily from 1:00 p.m. on weekdays except Sunday, 1 to 5, and Sunday afternoon from 2 to 6.

OMCHRONS WIN PARADE PRIZE

Highlighting the two-day celebration, one of the last events last weekend was the annual parade held Friday on the campus by many observers the best in several years.

Dr. Pi Omicron won the nose cup for the third consecutive year, with THACB being the next. Other prizes were won by the following groups. The property of the fraternity. Picking the greatest number of names on the parade in the same group was a box of candy.

The cup of candy awarded for the best decorated car in the group section went to Kappas Sigma Chi. The prize was awarded for the best decorated car in the individual category. The cup for the best decorated fraternity house was awarded to Delta Kappas, Sigma Chi Epsilon won the best parade prize.

A floor lamp donated by Emile Zola, who is given to Lambda Sigma Chi for the best decorated sorority room. Alpha Delta Pi Omicron was given a paper guest towels and a band of candy which was given the second-place win for the best decorated car.

At the dance held Saturday night, alumni of Theta Pi Omicron was given a football autographed by members of the team.

College men are a lazy lot. They always take their own way of doing things. When they graduate, they do it by degrees.

—Indiana Daily.
INDEPENDENTS' PARTY TONITE

The Independents will have a harvest party tonight in the school gymnasium to kick off their social calendar. Ms. Helen Gussman has planned the event, which will feature the following:

- Dance: "The Golden Plow" by Brevard Collage, with choreography by Linda Shewmaker.
- Music: Performance by the school's jazz band.
- Food: Barbecue, chili, and other potluck dishes.
- Prizes: Door prizes and raffle tickets will be available.

The event will be held on Thursday evening from 7 to 11 PM at the school gymnasium.
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PROVE THAT Quality in Photography is the most important in the long run.
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Crippled Logger Lineup Will Face Strong Portland Eleven Tonight

Mayer Moves Over To Right-Hand Position, Brotheron To Raddle Caused Spot

A slightly patched-up Logger lineup will face the strong Portland Pilot eleven in Portland tonight. Ronnie Dement’s withdrawal from school and injury to Bud McKinden have caused Sandy to split his lineup considerably in his last post of the series.

The injury suffered by half-backer point eight down the right halfback position in a running-not-to-play饥饿, half-backer point eight down the road. Two pilots will be started tonight. This is to Half’s first season in the Marion and Willamette colors, but his relief work so far this season justifies his promotion.

The Portlanders are definitely out of action for the first time, as announced Coach Sandberg. Filling in for Bud will be Carl Smith, one of the pass-swapper on the squad. Even though he is a bit of a dandy in practice, he won’t be a real disaster in the Portland E game tonight.

The Pilots are figured to give the Loggers another one every season, but they can play this season. Last weekend the Portland squad walked all over Elkhart College to the tune of 42-0. Willimette, however, boasts a 20-year victory over the Lions in one of the first games of the season for both clubs, and as the questionably hosts of comparative weakness, they can go 5-1 to 2-0 tonight.

Loggers edge the Lions, 20-0, into the conference lead.

Logger lineup for tonight:

Witters: RG, Walt Piper; C, Wayne Noisy; LE, Bob Brotheron; LT, Marion Barrett; LB, Don Wofford; Q, Bill McLoughlin; FB, Les Clevenger; KB, Noy Matt; PL, Neil Matt; P, Gordon Fetter.

LOGGERS OUT FOR TRACK

In order to focus on the upcoming track season, the Loggers have decided to take a break from the gridiron.

SUMMER IN REGATTA

Mu Chis Win

Softball Trophy

Going through the outdoor inter-collegiate season unbeaten, the Sigma Nu Chi club clinched their championship the title was conferred upon them by walking over a spiritual independence team, by.

Not until the last half of the last inning of the contest were the Mu Chis shown to be too secret. During the entire season the Mu Chis have ruled up 15 counters to oppose lander’s 14 points. The Chi Nin, however, ousted the Delta team, thus putting in the standings, winning 14-4.

W. A. A. Hoo

By Russ Jones

Meeting the University of Washing- ton Girls’ Track Team on Nov. 12, CPS flier healy team make their debut in inter-col legiate competition. This season many teams will be held on the University Athletic Field.

Mu Chis Win with 100 points.

Tomlin, Marjorie Thompson, Left, Mary, George, Left, Jessie, Right, Hazel, Left, Jean, Right, Doris, Right, Marjorie, Right, Betty, Left, Janet, Right, Barbara, Left.

This year, however, it is expected that this won’t take place this year and that the Loggers would consider the season closed that the trial lead to that the championship.

MACMILLIN VOTES SITE OF OLD MINE

Professor Mac McGilvra has been named president of one of the most interesting of the old mine sites, that covered by-foot 1917. There is an interesting story behind the 1917, as stated by Professor Mac McGilvra:

"In 1917, an old German settler visited the site on the south side of the town and went on a mining adventure. He came out with two little boys full of wire and some equipment. Many attempts were made to follow him but all of Forest found, the German who came over from Germany in 1983 and left the location of the mine.

In 1947 the map fell into the hands of an Exposition named Mr. Jones. A group of men was interested in going to camp and exploring the mine. They came into the McCoy creek country, but didn’t discover the mine. However, while exploring the area, many minerals have been found.

summer haworth "with..."